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Backpropagation networks 

Backpropagation, or backward propagation of errors, is an algorithm that is designed 

to test for errors working back from output nodes to input nodes. It's an important 

mathematical tool for improving the accuracy of predictions in data 

mining and machine learning. Essentially, backpropagation is an algorithm used to 

quickly calculate derivatives in a neural network, which are the changes in output 

because of tuning and adjustments. 

There are two leading types of backpropagation networks: 

 Static backpropagation. Static backpropagation is a network developed to map 

static inputs for static outputs. Static networks can solve static classification 

problems, such as optical character recognition (OCR). 

 Recurrent backpropagation. The recurrent backpropagation network is used for 

fixed-point learning. This means that during neural network training, the weights 

are numerical values that determine how much nodes -- also referred to as 

neurons -- influence output values. They're adjusted so that the network can 

achieve stability by reaching a fixed value. 

The key difference here is that static backpropagation offers instant mapping, while 

recurrent backpropagation does not. 

backpropagation algorithm in a neural network 
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Artificial neural networks (ANNs) and deep neural networks use backpropagation 

as a learning algorithm to compute a gradient descent, which is an optimization 

algorithm that guides the user to the maximum or minimum of a function. 

In a machine learning context, the gradient descent helps the system minimize the 

gap between desired outputs and achieved system outputs. The algorithm tunes the 

system by adjusting the weight values for various inputs to narrow the difference 

between outputs. This is also known as the error between the two. 

More specifically, a gradient descent algorithm uses a gradual process to provide 

information on how a network's parameters need to be adjusted to reduce the 

disparity between the desired and achieved outputs. An evaluation metric called a 

cost function guides this process. The cost function is a mathematical function that 

measures this error. The algorithm's goal is to determine how the parameters must 

be adjusted to reduce the cost function and improve overall accuracy. 

In backpropagation, this error is propagated backward from the output layer or 

output neuron through the hidden layers toward the input layer so that neurons can 

adjust themselves along the way if they played a role in producing the error. 

Activation functions activate neurons to learn new complex patterns, information 

and whatever else they need to adjust their weights and biases, and mitigate this error 

to improve the network. 

Advantages and disadvantages of backpropagation algorithms 

There are several advantages to using a backpropagation algorithm, but there are 

also challenges. 
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Advantages of backpropagation algorithms 

 They don't have any parameters to tune except for the number of inputs. 

 They're highly adaptable and efficient, and don't require prior knowledge about 

the network. 

 They use a standard process that usually works well. 

 They're user-friendly, fast and easy to program. 

 Users don't need to learn any special functions. 

Disadvantages of backpropagation algorithms 

 They prefer a matrix-based approach over a mini-batch approach. 

 Data mining is sensitive to noisy data and other irregularities. Unclean data can 

affect the backpropagation algorithm when training a neural network used for 

data mining. 

 Performance is highly dependent on input data. 

 Training is time- and resource-intensive. 
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